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T
he key term of this paper, as reflected in the title, is “Christian culture.” The way 
one understands the concept determines a specific perspective. Despite its appar
ent clarity, the interpretation given by contemporary analysts may lead us to spe
cific conclusions as a diagnosis of the present, as weil as a prospect for the future. There 

are two main paradigms one can easily identify. A first one describes Christian culture 
as one of the multiple forms of culture, accepted as part of a legacy, individual as well 
as communitarian, manifested in specific circles (generally ecclesiastical, or connected 
with them), studied together with some other cultures. A second one, proclaimed and 
supported for a long time in European history, describes culture in terms of Christianity, 
recognizing the role of the Gospel in the construction of the cultural and social life. This 
second perspective is less accepted and even banned in contemporary times.

Culture, a Possible Semantics

F
or a clear analysis, it is necessary to resort to the dictionary in search of the 
meaning of “culture.” Firstly, the Cambridge Dictionary defines the concept as 
“the way of life, especially the general customs and beliefs, of a particular group 
of people at a particular time.” In the Romanian Explanatory Dictionary, a more detailed 

definition is provided:

the totality of material and spiritual values created by humankind and the necessary in
stitutions for the communication of these values; possessing a wide range of knowledge in 
various fields; a set of activities and patterns of behavior specific to a given social group, 
transmissible through education.

The first definition seems to have a limited application to a specific group of people, 
proposing therefore a quite subjective and variable content of culture. The latter, enlarges 
its relevance and application to wider area, indicating a specific common substance for 
culture in its diversity, based on human life in general.

Three levels are present in the definition of culture given above, illustrating its com
plex and extensive application. Firstly, it points to a set of values gathered over time, 
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transferred from one generation to another. Thus, it reflects a dynamic existence, called 
tradition, as a depository, not in an archaeological sense, but connected with life itself 
in its dynamic evolution. It also reflects the institutions established in order to apply 
it. This first level has a retrospective-synthesizing character. The key expression here is 
“communitarian dimension.” The second level refers to an individual assumption of this 
set of values, as personal and permanent becoming, within and conditioned by them, in 
a specific context, geographical and historical, and in a dialogical variant with the society 
to which it belongs and which generates it. The third level corresponds to its transmis
sion by means of education, which becomes a way of communicating culture. It is here 
that one may find its pedagogical component.

I will argue that there are mainly two components of culture: a substance—a nucleus, 
a set of founding values, a common substrate—and its manifestations, which occur in 
various areas of human life (arts, literature, science etc.). There is a mutual dynamics 
between the core of culture and its fields of manifestation, an interaction of various 
intensities, which may, however, escalate into conflicts, even destructive competitions. 
The obvious and immediate effect could be the change, even the reversal of roles, to the 
point of isolating areas that could have once played a founding role. This way, what was 
once generally accepted, playing a central role, could today very well acquire niche value 
or even be banned. The core area seems to be disputed and insecure.

This rapid, unpredictable and profound change is quite obvious in today’s society. 
The various fields of culture meet and carry out a dialogue, but not always from equal 
positions. That is why the encounter between them and the changes that this situation 
implies, when they do not occur organically, but forcibly, might turn into cultural and 
religious aggression. This can take place starting from a reductive understanding of what 
culture means—“as an abstract reality, as a mental-intellectual structure, as a kind of 
independent mechanism from which certain elements, certain concepts can be extrapo
lated, certain values, certain meanings to replace them with others.”1 In these situations, 
we can speak about real cultural dramas, which may also cause essential changes in an
thropology.2 This occurred in the totalitarian regimes, and yet the postmodem capitalist 
regimes are no strangers to this danger.

Christian Culture and the "Recent Man"3

R
egarding the addition of “Christian” to culture, I will argue the second po
sition evoked in the introduction. “Christian culture” is not simply a specific 
culture, among various other types, but it is a fundamental component of the 
large concept of culture, visible or diffuse (in contemporary terms, secularized forms).

For a long time in history, Christianity has been referred to as a substance of culture, 
sometimes manifesting its original role in a destructive hegemonic form, at least in cer
tain specific geographies and theologies. Different sectors of culture reflected a certain 
path depending on the founding value of the Gospel. This is true for the arts, education, 
printing, philosophy, music and so on. But this relationship gradually changes with the 
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advent of modernity. The Christian message loses its central place and becomes one of 
its forms of manifestation. This direction finds its maximum development in contem
poraneity when religion seems to be isolated from the public to the private space (or 
virtual space, as a new category), a reality described by the concept “privatization of 
faith.”4 Culture must be “liberated” from the religious element. This is the thesis often 
proclaimed in the public space. The construction of such a vision seems to be based on 
an “ungrateful reaction” to the founding role of Christianity and an intentional amnesia 
underpinning the “recent man,” without memory and tradition, religious or cultural, in 
general. In this regard, I will quote V Ivanov, who describes this tendency and identifies 
certain effects that this change might have:

Forgetting tries to organize itself on the basis of radical denial of spirituality, at a material 
level, counterfeiting true culture, which is the organization of spiritual memory. After all, 
those who predict oblivion undermine religion, while, on the other hand, the destroyers of 
religion are, inevitably, in terms of culture, iconoclasts and falsifiers?

It is not my intention to adopt an offensive or even a defensive attitude, but rather 
to argue the precarious assumption of the Gospel in social life, coming closely to the 
Romanian area. I will make a short ‘’methodological’ retrospective commencing from 
this premise—one might find in history a cultural signification of theology and, the 
other way round, a theological signification of culture. In other words, one might find 
a cultural conditioning of theology and a cultural role of theology. That is the presence 
of a spiritual perspective upon world and life, in general, given by the “divine light,” 
which used to give “the clarity of the mind.” Early modernity had this very idea in the 
mind when describing the transformation as “Enlightenment” and “Renaissance,” both 
originally Christian concepts. It is also true that at that very stage culture and spirituality 
seem to have divorced, following different paths.

The Gospel had at the core of its substance the resurrection of Christ (the Son of 
God), a dogma that used to be an epistemology of life and living, generating a specific 
culture, which we referred to as “Christian culture.” hi its original meaning, this teach
ing described a methodology on two levels—cataphatic and apophatic—that is, some
thing which can be understood and expressed and something mysterious, accessible to 
be experienced and less to be communicated. World and life meant facts, but also mys
tery; natural revelation and its correspondent knowledge and superrational revelation 
(spiritual) and its specific form of knowledge. Later on, the declaration of God’s death, 
while making the cross the final state, had concrete repercussions in culture. The Au
thor disappeared, so the mind consecrated gods instead of Him, by' the fear of the vids, 
manifested in different atheistic ideologies. In this time, an anti theological perspective 
was generated, based on the transformation of God’s identity—“I am Who I am” (Gen. 
3:15) in “I am Who I am not,” by declaring God’s death.

Paradoxically, even this antitheology bases itself on a theological (Christian) perspec
tive, by means of antithesis. It is a semantic condition given by the “obsession with 
sense.” At this very' level, one can grasp the logocentric character of culture, based on 
the cataphatic dimension of the word. Thus, even in a secularized understanding, culture 
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shows its theological foundation. Everything is constructed “on sense,” that is “theo
logically.” Thus, the development of culture and social life, in general, in Europa Chris
tiana is conditioned by the Gospel, validating its Christian origin, but also pointing to 
some serious ulterior differences. Culture, in a secularized application (on the “dogma” 
of the death of God) reflects the cataphatic sense of the human world and life (natu
ral knowledge), while the Christian culture, cataphatically and apophatically expressed, 
brings the human to completion (natural and spiritual knowledge). Everything down in 
the world is an icon of the spiritual realities, up in God’s Kingdom, including the human 
element. So, it is not simply about imitating, but more about “iconizing” the original 
reality.

Assuming Christian Culture 
in Romanian Social Life in Recent Times

T
here are two recent periods that I will refer to regarding Romanian social and 
ecclesiastical life. We have the communist regime (1945-1989), manifestly athe
istic and anti-ecclesial, and the period following the Romanian Revolution of 
1989, which seems to split into two different stages.

Christian culture during the communist regime mainly showed discernment. The 
gospel intensively illuminates in the middle of darkness (Jn. 1:5). During that time the 
distinction between good and evil in terms of moral behavior was well represented, not 
so much quantitatively, but rather qualitatively. The facts were a matter of choice—to 
collaborate with the regime so as to have a comfortable life, or to stand firmly in faith 
and moral behavior until the point of facing punishment, prison, and even death (mar- 
tyria).

To live with and within Christian culture during that time meant to be able to intuit 
signs, symbols, phrases colligated with life, read in an ultimate sense. That is, in between 
life and death. There were three essential questions: “How can man behave in difficult 
times?” “How could man know what is good and bad?” and “What about suffering? 
Is it an ultimate reality?” It was all about significations, but especially about facts. The 
Romanian society7 during this period brought together both behaviors—collaborators 
with the regime (evil) as well as martyrs in both senses (confessing and dying for the 
faith). Christian culture manifested itself in denouncing the evil and proclaiming the 
Cross amid harsh living conditions, in the numerous prisons6 and in daily social life, “in 
a hidden way” (Col. 3:3). One may speak about Church life, manifesting itself partiallv 
and under restrictive conditions, and more about Christian life, spiritually7 orientated in 
private, occasionally, in the Church, or in a 'disguised’ way in the social area.

The visible challenge of that time or any difficult period was the courage to paradoxi
cally7 follow “a Mortal God,” mirroring the philosophical and ideological proclamation 
of God’s death. The cross and death were not to be admired, but to be followed." And 
this was a way of living that we call “Christian culture.” Moreover, one may7 find the 
“Christian variant” of the “new man,” “new life” and “new world,” announced bv the 
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book of Revelation (21: 1-5), face to face with the “new man” and the “new world” 
proclaimed by the Marxist ideology. Similar concepts, but with a completely different 
content and orientation. The ideological “new man” was an anthropological-social con
struct, while the biblical “new man” goes towards a Person—the God-Man Jesus Christ, 
and from here the theanthropic construction of life. In this project of creating the “new 
man” and anticipating by that the “new world,” each person becomes part of the divine 
renewal, when, in the end, evil will be defeated. During this period a specific literature 
was produced, describing the spiritual experiences lived out especially in prisons, but not 
exclusively there.8

One may observe here the deep and the “serious” character of Christian culture. It 
was lived out mostly implicitly, but also explicitly, by strong personalities, facing suffer
ing and death, hi fact, the very content of Christian faith is suffering itself. This is why it 
is not at all commercial, entertaining, or comfortable. For the Church and for Romanian 
social life, this period reflects Christian culture as a way of survival, the metaphysical 
orientation was the necessary component of life, which strengthened humans to face the 
absurd times they were obliged to pass through.

The second period, following the fall of the communist regime, as mentioned above, 
brought with it, in the first phase, an explicit opening towards religious life and the 
Church. The social movements of 1989 were accompanied by Christian songs and 
prayers—“Our Father,” “God is with us,” “God exists,” “we’ll die and we’ll be free,” 
“freedom, we love you, either we’ll be victorious, or we’ll die” were shouted out on the 
streets. This was the dominant direction throughout the first two decades following this 
historical moment. The major religious reforms were correlated with the introduction 
of the discipline of Religion in the school curriculum, the reestablishment of the Greek- 
Catholic Church, the financial support for priests and non-clerical employees by the 
state, the construction of numerous churches and social institutions run by the Church. 
Then there was an extensive process involving the publication of religious books, the 
founding of theological seminaries and faculties, religious foundations and schools, and 
the organization of a large network of pilgrimages in and outside the country: All along, 
politics was visibly oriented in favor of the Church institution and its representatives. It 
was quite fashionable to see politicians next to Church leaders attending great festivals. 
This was the visible explicit manifestation of Christian culture, which went along with 
the implicit Christian behavior. If before ’89 religious knowledge was scarce, acquired 
in the family or in the social rural space, lacking any religious education, the period that 
followed offered the possibility of confessionally studying Religion in school. This was 
doubled by different catechism programs run in the Church. So, theoretically, one can 
observe a generous access to Christian culture by all these means.

The second phase of this period is marked by a change of direction, generated by the 
different influences of progressive nuances, manifestly against the Christian perspective. 
This reconfiguration seems to be of great interest especially for the young generation, 
which feels it necessary “to free” itself from tradition, old customs, religious or cultural 
discrimination, in the name of “a new society,” presumably honest and pure, freed from 
any political adultery; associated with the former political regimes.
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There is a serious change of mentality underpinning the concept of culture which 
is nowadays reaching Romania. Regarding the area of interest for this paper, this sub
period proclaims “a culture of freedom” or, as a consequence, “the democratization of 
culture.”9 One can identify here a shift between culture as quality, achieved by education, 
individual and social progress, in a way attributed to the elites, to culture as a way of life, 
with everything it entails. This latter variant refers to quantity, belonging to the masses, 
hi a way, this culture has the duty to accommodate or even to entertain the people. In 
the same framework, one proposes the concept of “free culture,” in the sense of offering 
it without any struggle, not inestimable, but “without a price,” that is, without quality. 
The same marketing drive towards the mass of the people, promoting a quantitative 
perception. This may reveal an “axiological disorder,”10 as Teodor Baconschi puts it. In 
the same line, its “global” vestment is visible day by day, systematically neglecting or 
denying its specific dimension. Occasionally, it may also serve a specific ideology, maldng 
propaganda by means of the mass-media. Lastly, I will add a new contemporary proposal 
regarding culture. It is about “culture as information,” hence the “infomania” and the 
“news culture” developed in the public square, accessible to everybody. Because of its 
quantity and rapid movement, of the lack of truth criteria paired with the weak interest 
to verify it on the side of the receptor, one may easily conclude that “news is a vehicle 
for human error.”11

The religious component is not very often present within what we might define today 
as culture, but rather, occasionally, the attitudes reflect a visible opposition regarding its 
presence in its formulation-literary, artistic, musical, and so on. It is no longer “fashion
able,” because of its formulated objective criteria in reading and living out the individual 
or the social life. In this context, I will mention three challenges regarding Christian 
culture and faith in the public space as they occurred in the last years in Romania.

The first one took place in 2006. It was about the initiative to remove the icons from 
the public schools. After the fall of the communist regime, instead of the president’s 
picture, icons were introduced in public schools. It was a victory of what we referred to 
as “Christian culture.”

The second moment to mention is the project to eliminate Religion from the cur
ricula of public schools in 2014. There was a long discussion as to whether students 
should learn Religion confessionally, the History of Religion, or even Ethics instead of 
it. Again, a victory of a democratic society that was highly Christian-oriented after ’89 
was put into question. This initiative reflected the change in mentality—Religion was no 
longer associated with life, in general (religious, ethical, and ethnic), but was seen as a 
field, next to other social domains, present in the school curricula. Finally, by the will of 
the majority of parents, it remained as part of the core curriculum, with students having 
the possibility to renounce studying it following the submission of a written request.12

The third one is well represented in the campaign against the modification of the 
Constitution by referendum which took place in 2018, regarding the definition of the 
family in traditional terms, “between a man and a woman.”13 Despite the fact that the 
majority of the population is still “traditionally^” oriented regarding this topic, after a 
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strong politicization and a confusing journalistic campaign, the initiative failed because 
of the low turnout.14

These examples help us understand the transformation of the Romanian mentality 
regarding “Christian culture” in a visible, public way. And yet, this external manifesta
tion extends its effects in reference with inner life as well and the capacity of discerning 
things. Christian culture mostly presupposes or presupposed a kind of "methodology” 
and a specific set of instruments to read reality and to interpret it. What is visible more 
and more in this framework is not simply the lack of a minimal religious education, but 
rather of the elements necessary to interpret life. It is also true that culture, throughout 
time, tried to take place of religious culture, and it partially managed to do so in the past. 
But, unfortunately, in our days, it is even more difficult for it to read the signs of the 
present, because of its transformation and association with all it presupposes, “the cul
ture of life” as a mass-reality, without any clear axiological principles to define its essence.

The aim of my paper in this context is to indicate țhe role that “Christian culture” and 
its specific “methodology” may play in (post)modern times. Our contemporary society 
urgently needs “objective criteria” for interpreting and constructing life, presumably the 
transcendence of the world and life. I will call it, more specifically, “spiritual culture.”

The Necessity of Recovering Christian Culture 
in Today's Social Life

A
fter t his long diagnosis of the Romanian contemporary mentality and social 
life, the next section of this paper will be dedicated to a prognosis, in the sense of 
prophetically trying to offer some directions from the perspective of maintain
ing, recovering and proposing a “Christian culture” as a means of reading and interpret

ing life; if not presumably confessional, at least accepted as spiritual, in the broader sense 
of the word.

We are invited to accept both dimensions of culture, high and low, in order to achieve 
a more complete image of the meaning of this concept and its possible role in nowadays 
society. On one hand, culture means message, proclamation, education, intellectual posi
tion, high standards, deep understanding and orientation. On the other hand, culture 
means ethnicity, language, customs, behavior, profession. This latter signification comes 
closer to the meaning of world and life, in general. A balanced position will take into 
consideration both senses as two dimensions of one reality, necessarily interconnected. 
It is about transformation and progress, from bottom to top, but at the same time it has 
to reflect and affect life, from top to bottom. Culture means information and formation 
and consequently, concrete life. The high level creates an intertexture for the mentality 
of and about life and, finally, for life itself.

Christian culture reflects what European identity is. The nations of the European 
Union are historically Christian and the very idea of Europe is the result of Christian 
civilization.15 This is reflected in behavior, language, music, arts, architecture, stories, 
folk traditions or ethics. In fact, the European story is a “spiritual drama impelled by 
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religious convictions, not by geography, economics or technology,”16 despite the fact 
that “the framers” of the eu Constitution refused to remember Christianity in the text 
as foundational for Europe’s life and its development. Unfortunately, it is no longer a 
visible part in the future of Europe, but it has also been taken out from its very past.

The role that Christianity played in the past and in understanding history reflects the 
basic role Christian culture might have had. It is impossible to understand literature, 
arts, music, architecture or other areas without being initiated into Christian culture. 
It is not about being religious at this point, but one refers to contents of knowledge, 
“cultural contents,”17 what we might call “religious literacy” so to be able to grasp mean
ings in the culture and civilization we live in. It is about being educated in Religion, as 
theoretical knowledge. One refers here to basic religious education, part of a general 
cultural formation that shouldn’t be discriminatory for anybody, but rather necessary for 
anv honest and complete education.

The next level at which Christian culture might be localized in nowadays society will 
be described as “Christian texture” in the structure of the mentality, on one hand, and, 
on the other hand, as “spiritual knowledge” in interpreting the world and life. It is firstly 
about accepting Christian insights regarding the order, the functioning of this world and 
a specific anthropology that stands at its basis, and, secondly, it refers to a recourse to 
Christian instruments for interpreting life, personal as well as communitarian. One can 
grasp here the historical dimensions of culture, the heritage, with an implicit role and, 
occasionally with an explicit one as well, and yet part of daily life, reflecting its dynamic 
character. Then, a second perspective, oriented towards the construction of the future, 
generates a specific understanding of the world and of life, consonant with the past, 
panoramic and holistic, which may bring to the “actual man” a deep orientation towards 
the future.

We come to the specific case of the contemporary Romanian situation. Retrospec
tively, one can clearly assert that the Romanian society displays a prominent religious 
character and, implicitly, it is tributary to a Christian culture. Ten years ago, at the last 
census, almost 100% of respondents declared themselves Christians (among them, more 
than 86 percent Orthodox). This means Christian culture also has to do with the present 
times. Thus, so as to understand Romanian history; one is invited to pursue a religious 
education that encompasses knowledge of Church history, architecture, arts, behavior, 
customs, and so on. I call that a “necessary level of cultural literacy about Christianity.” 
Likewise, as it has to do with the present, one needs to be introduced to Romania’s 
typology of life, to Christianity in particular. There is an ongoing growing tendency to 
import models in pedagog}; psychology; sociolog}; and so on, without, unfortunately, 
taking into consideration Romania’s particularities in all these matters. Therefore, over
lapping or even superimposing any foreign paradigms, presupposing “new postmodem 
ideologies,” without locally adapting them, in particular, to the religious key of read
ing reality; might bring difficulties in their application, radical transformations, painful 
clashes, or even social catastrophes. Europe is based on unity; but alwavs in diversity, 
which means respect for specificity. The Christian culture of the Romanians, despite the 
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visible secularization present today, is part of the different sectors of life in both forms, 
high, reflecting orientation, as well as low, referring to organization.

It would be useful to mention, at this point, the Romanian diaspora18 and the in
fluences it has in Western Europe. More than four million Romanians now reside in 
Italy, Spain, Britain, Germany, France and other European countries (and on all five 
continents).19 Leaving Romania, they took with them their specific culture, ethnicity, 
and religious beliefs. Thus, we have four Orthodox Metropolitan Sees, four archbish
oprics, ten bishoprics, nine representative centers and communities, 1,337 parishes and 
1,245 clerics,20 not to mention the ecclesiastical structures of the other confessions. The 
Romanian culture, high and low, gets into contact with different ethnic and religious 
communities and, occasionally, penetrates the local cultures. In a way, one can appreci
ate its transnational and interreligious character. Its specific character is clearly visible, a 
Latin culture intertwined at its origin with the Byzantine faith, West and East together 
in a mixture that may transform itself into a new a,nd fresh offer for the social life of 
Western Europe.

Christian Culture and the Spiritualization of Society

T
he last point to deal with has a prominent theological character connected with 
the so-called “theological transformation” that Christian culture might bring in 
society nowadays, in general, and in the Romanian area, in particular. At a first 
reading of reality, this issue might be interpreted as obsolete, superfluous and un-natural, 

in the sense that it goes against the general contemporary trend in mentality and ac
tion. One can easily spot an anti-ecclesial and anti-clerical attitude in nowadays society; 
especially coming from the young generation, and a scarce interest regarding religious 
practice. It is not about a lack of religious interest, but rather an allergic reaction at the 
religious practice(s) and institutions.21 One may identify at this point the necessity of 
restarting religious life, regardless of the Christian confession involved, and, in con
sequence, the renewal of the Christian message, adapted to contemporary needs and 
preoccupations, proclaimed in an accessible language of the time, with an immediate ap
plication.22 The Christian message and Christian culture lost their freshness and actuality 
mostly because the incapacity of real communication and true reflection of the problems 
experienced by people.23

In this frame, I will further argue the place that the “Christian offer” might have in 
creating a new vision regarding life and the world in nowadays mentality; overlapped 
with the new situation of contemporary society. To be theologically precise, I will call 
“Christian culture” as its core—“spiritual culture”—so as to respond to the contempo
rary accent given to religion, in general, and Christian life, in particular. Spiritual culture 
docs not want to break into the profane culture, to manifest certain hegemonic tenden
cies, and yet, it offers its resources, methodology and tools in order to achieve a holistic 
understanding of reality: It may bring about a “spiritualization of culture.”24 Its method
ology may bring depth, freshness, a panoramic and organic understanding, overcoming 
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the material instruments, “through an inspiring enlightenment, the fruit of a spiritual 
intuition that presupposes congeniality with the Spirit immersed in the becoming of the 
world.”25 This way, spiritual culture becomes “the testimony of the victory over frag
mentation, atomization, separation, and isolation.”26

I will highlight three important effects this reality may have in our society. Firstly, 
what comes out from this perspective is the generation of “an inner habitus,” “a tex
ture in within” that may re-establish the process of knowledge in the ancient paradigm 
of the “perception of reality” by means of mystery.27 We might call this methodology 
a “deepening of mystery as a horizon of the interpretation of reality.”28 Secondly, it 
communicates the metaphysical sense of the world and life in perceiving reality—an 
“obsession with sense/signification.” This expresses the logocentric dimension of cul
ture; everything is constructed on signification. And thirdly, spiritual culture is able to 
outline new semantics for the arts, literature, music and lifestyle, in general, offering the 
“measure of quality.”29 The new man’s reconstruction has to start from these theological 
presuppositions.

This leads us to the practical conclusion that recognizing and creating a space for 
Christian culture in Romanian social life means, on one hand, respecting its history 
and, finally, its identity, Christian since its inception. One can identify here a necessary 
continuation of its existence until today. On the other hand, in order to understand the 
Romanian mentality, manifestations and oudook on life, one has to take into consider
ation Christian culture, at both levels—information and formation.

Finally, regarding the foreign attitude, one has to pay attention to the specific Roma
nian identity in Europe. By its accession to European Union in 2007, Romania proved 
to be open to the common democratic values at the very basis of this structure. But, at 
the same time, its existence and lifestyle prove a continuity of identity given by Christian 
culture, implicitly and explicitly. In this paradigm, Romania may bring an important 
contribution to progress in Europe, in its native territory, as well as in the diaspora, well 
represented in Western Europe.

Conclusions

T
he question expressed throughout this paper reflects the eventual and potential 
association of “Christian culture” to the “recent man,” in particular with refer
ence to the Romanian people. There is a continuous discussion in the contem
porary agora regarding the concept of culture, in both its variants—high and low—and, 

going further, a continuous polemic when it comes to Christian culture, hi a “culture of 
protest” against tradition, and implicitly, against European history, Christian culture is 
timidly proclaimed by its supporters and, at the same time, it is aggressively challenged 
by means of reductive, contextual and incomplete interpretations, by the “progressive 
parties,” in the process of (re)creating the “new man.”

The theological perspective proposes the creation of the “new man” and, conse
quently, the “new world,” by means of Christian culture (Bible and tradition), be it 
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high, something to be achieved (the new creation, kainc ktisis), and low, reflecting daily 
life, permanently open to progress (in all its sectors) and change. It means information, 
obligatory for taking part in the history and identity of Europe, as well as formation, 
in the ethical sense. Christianity is part of culture and, at the same time, culture is con
ditioned by the Christian message. This mutuality is well expressed in Romanian social 
life. Finally, this local reality might be an important input Romania can give to the 
European contemporary reality: one identifies a conversion—the recent protester may 
become the new man, respecting and, occasionally, living out the presumably Christian 
culture.

□
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Abstract
"Christian Culture" and the Contemporary Romanian Social Life

There is an ongoing debate and process regarding the place of Christian culture within the Euro
pean identity. Challenging individual and institutional positions urge theology, in particular, to re
evaluate the role Christianity might have in the contemporary cultural landscape, in both dimen
sions, high and low. As a result, one finds it necessary to repropose Christian culture in an adapted 
current form so as to reflect the dilemmas and issues of the context, proving its validity nowadays. 
The analysis is developed in a theological key, in three important sections: after a conceptual analy
sis, the paper dwells on the relation Christian culture-profane culture in the European framework 
and, finally, the discussion is applied to the Romanian space. The conclusion highlights some pos
sible inputs the Romanian situation may offer to the contemporary European context.
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